Abstract. The make program is widely used in large software projects to reduce compilation time. make skips source files that would have compiled to the same result as in the previous build. (Or so it is hoped.) The crucial issue of safeness of omitting a brute-force build is addressed by defining a semantic model for make. Safeness is shown to hold if a set of criteria are satisfied, including soundness, fairness, and completeness of makefile rules. Conditions are established under which a makefile can safely be modified by deleting, adding, or rewriting rules.
Introduction
The make program reads a makefile consisting of rules with the following meaning: "If file G is older than one or more of the files D 1 , D 2 , etc., then execute command C", where D 1 , D 2 , etc., are source files that G depends on, and the execution of C creates G by compiling the sources. This is characterized in [1] as cascading incremental recompilation, because recompilation spreads to other files along chains of dependency.
Safeness of make-based incremental compilation, the key result of this paper, can be stated as follows: Suppose we build a program brute-force, and then edit the source files, and possibly the makefile as well. Then under certain assumptions about the makefile rules and the kind of editing performed, the result of make-based incremental recompilation is equivalent to the result of a (second) brute force build. The result also applies to repeated cycles of editing and incremental recompilation.
The required properties of makefile rules are intuitively reasonable, for example, a fair rule may only create or update its own derived target. In confirming intuition about make, the safeness result provides formal justification for the existing practice of using make. Moreover, the result establishes that one may rely on make for incremental recompilation in situations where this is not obvious, for example upon certain modifications of the makefile.
Comparison with related work:
Historically, make originated [4] within the Unix/C community. It is the most useful with languages such as C that allow for splitting source files into implementation and interface (header) files, because then make's cascading recompilation can be instrumented as follows: Recompile a file either if the file itself changes, or an interface file on which it depends changes -but not if there is merely a change in the implementation of what is declared in the interface. Of course, the scheme is still extremely simple, and many files will be recompiled redundantly, for example, if a comment in a header file is modified.
A number of techniques exist for incremental recompilation which require knowledge about the syntax and semantics of the programming language being compiled. Tichy [17] coined the notion of smart recompilation to describe a scheme for recompilation based on analysis of the modifications made to a file, to determine whether recompilation of a file that depended on the file would be redundant, and applied the scheme to a variant of Pascal. A variant of smart recompilation was proposed by Elsman [3] to supplement various other techniques for compiling Standard ML programs, and incorporated into the ML Kit with Regions compiler. Syntax directed editors [2, 5] have been developed which perform compilation-as-you-type, and where the unit of granularity may be language constructs such as an individual assignment.
The level of granularity in make-based incremental recompilation is the file, and make controls the recompilation of files merely on the basis of their time stamps. Indeed, make is useful for tasks involving file dependencies in general (see [13] for some interesting examples) not just those that arise in the compilation of programming languages. An analysis of make must take a similar "blackbox" approach to files. The analysis framework comprises a small formal machinery for reasoning about execution of commands that appear in makefile rules. The machinery allows for proving the equivalence of certain command sequences, comprising the same commands but in a different order and possibly duplicated. representing brute-force vs. incremental recompilation.
The analysis framework also comprises a semantic definition for make which is in some ways similar to the semantic definition for (constraint) logic programs given in [8] . Makefile execution resembles logic program execution because it is query-driven and does not assign values to global variables.
Despite the widespread use of make, there are only few scientific or other publications on make. They include presentation or analysis of tools and methods [4, 18, 9] , standardization [6] , and tutorials [11, 12, 16] on make and makefile generators such as mkmf and makedepend. In retrospect it can be seen that Stuart Feldman's original paper on make [4] tacitly assumed that makefile rules satisfy properties that guarantee safeness. Walden's [18] analysis revealed errors in makefile generators for C. In the terminology of this paper, he showed that they did not generate complete rules for targets whose dependencies were derived targets. The framework supplements work such as Walden's because the notion of rule completeness is defined formally and independently of C.
Contribution:
The main contribution is the definition of criteria that makefile rules should meet as prerequisites for safeness of make-based recompilation, and the proof that they are sufficient when editing of sources and makefile is constrained.
There are two ways that the rigorous formulation of criteria for makefile rules may be useful:
First, the criteria may be of interest in a modified, tutorial form directed at the makefile programmer. The criteria can be restated as three rules of thumb. Writing correct makefiles by hand is difficult, and existing tools only automate standard tasks such as the generation of rules for C files.
Second, the criteria are also of interest in the construction and verification of make-related tools. For example, the starting point for this paper was an attempt to verify that the Java compilation rules generated by the tool JavaDeps [14] were appropriate, which was a practically important problem in a large software development effort I was part of. It seemed that there were no criteria against which the rules generated could be measured.
Using make with new languages where rule-generating tools are not mature (or available at all) may be of interest for several reasons, even for languages having compilers with built-in features for incremental recompilation. First, make is useful if there are chains of dependencies due to compilation in multiple steps, analogous to the conventional use of make for C source files created by the parsergenerator yacc. Second, in a sophisticated build system that monitors the compilation process, and writes configuration information to system-specific log files, make is useful because compilation of a file is invoked explicitly in makefile rules, as opposed to automatically inside a compiler.
Because a number of crucial questions about make whose answer require a rigorous, formal approach have apparently not been addressed previously, in many software projects there is little confidence in make. For example, the Mozilla browser project states that it builds incrementally and brute force, ".. to make sure our dependencies are right, and out of sheer paranoia .. " [10] . In Mozilla, incremental builds are used mainly as a regression test, to see whether the browser compiles successfully; if compilation succeeds, the browser is built brute force using the exact same sources.
Organization of the paper:
Sections 2-5 define notation, the subset of makefile syntax accounted for, the notion of a brute-force build, and the command execution model.
The semantic definitions in Sections 6-7 comprise rule satisfiability and semantics of make's execution of a makefile and an initial target. Section 8 defines the notions of derivability and build rules in terms of rule completeness, fairness, and soundness. Section 9 contains the main result, safeness of make-based incremental recompilation. Section 10 discusses the validity of the make model, and Section 11 concludes. An appendix contains proof details.
X → Y is the set of functions from X to Y , X × Y is the Cartesian product of X and Y , X * is the set of finite sequences of elements of X, and ℘ X is the power set of X. nil is the empty sequence. The concatenation of sequences L and L is written L; L . We write X ∈ L if X occurs in the sequence L, and
Functions are defined in curried from, i.e., having only a single argument. The function space X → (Y → Z) is written as X → Y → Z. For a given function F : X → Y → Y , the symbol Σ F is used for brevity to denote the function which has range X * → Y → Y and is defined as the following recursive application of F :
Syntax of Makefiles
For simplicity, the definitions given in this paper of syntax and semantics of makefiles are concerned only with a subset of the makefile language defined in the POSIX standard [6] .
The basic syntax categories are N ame and Command. Command contains a (neutral) command nil. A rule R ∈ Rule is of the form Ts : Ds; C and contains a nonempty list of derived targets Ts ∈ N ame * , a (possibly empty) list of dependency targets Ds ∈ N ame * , and a command C ∈ Command. The rule is said to derive Ts, depend on Ds, and define C. A makefile M ∈ M akef ile is a finite set of rules no two of which derive the same target. An invocation of make comprises a makefile and an initial target. targ M is the set of all targets occurring in M .
Macro rules are omitted; this is without loss of generality because macro rules are expanded in a preprocessing phase, leaving only target rules. Multiple rules deriving the same target are omitted; they can be rewritten into a single, and semantically equivalent rule. Finally, an invocation of make with multiple or zero initial targets can be modeled by adding an extra rule to the given makefile.
Among the syntactical constructs not captured is the special separator "::" of derived targets vs. dependency targets.
The rules shown in Figure 1 are as in Feldman's [4] C compilation example. In all makefile examples, command lines are indicated by tabulation, which is by far the most common in practice. In the formal model, the semicolon is used instead for brevity. (Both are POSIX compliant.) In all examples, rule commands comply with the syntax of the Unix Bourne shell, and rules derive only a single target. Additionally, in examples it is assumed that M consists of the rules listed in Figures 1 and 2 , and the domain of targets N ame is assumed to contain only names that occur as targets in M (and not names such as cc). 
Commands and Files
Execution of a rule's command changes the contents and time stamps of files. The formal framework must capture the distinction between file contents (the basis for defining safeness of incremental compilation) and the time-last-modified field in a file's directory entry (which determines whether a rule fires).
A file F ∈ F ile = T ime × Content is a pair consisting of a time stamp and contents. A mapping S ∈ State = N ame → F ile associates names with files; by abuse of notation, it is identified with its natural extension to (℘ N ame) → (℘ F ile). For a given rule R = (Gs : Ds; C), the set {S T | T ∈ Gs ∨ T ∈ Ds)} is written as S R.
No ordering relation on T ime is required. This is because the definition of rule satisfiability to be given below (Section 6) is abstract in the sense that it does not specify how time stamps determine satisfiability.
Command execution is modeled in terms of a function exec : Command → State → State. The value of exec nil S is S. The function exec is identified with Σ exec, so the following expressions denote the same file state:
Files F, F ∈ F ile are equivalent, written F ≡ F , if they have the same contents, that is, if F = T, X and F = T , X . Equivalence is lifted to states as follows: S ≡ S holds if S G ≡ S G holds for all G ∈ N ame.
When a makefile and a state is given in the context, a derived (or dependency) file is one that a derived (or dependency) target of a rule in the makefile maps to under the given state.
Brute Force Building
Safeness of make-based incremental recompilation is defined in terms of the reference notion of a brute-force build defined in this section. A brute-force build is the full, unconditional build in which everything is compiled. It is defined in terms of a given makefile, consistently with the common use of make to execute a brute-force build, for example when the developer uses targets such as clobber of Figure 2 to delete the files that were created in a previous build, and when the advanced user compiles source code before installation.
clean:
# Rclean rm *.o parser.c clobber: clean # Rclobber rm pgm The command order in a brute-force build is derived from what is defined here as the induced make graph:
The make graph induced by a makefile M is a directed graph where a leaf node is a dependency target which is not derived by a rule in M , and a nonleaf node is the target(s) derived by a rule in M . There is an edge from node Ts to node Ds if there is a rule in M that derives a target in Ts and depends on a target in Ds. A make file is well-formed if the induced make graph is acyclic. Figure 3 shows the make graph induced by the makefile of Figure 1 .
In the sequel all makefiles are assumed to be well-formed. This is consistent with, e.g., gnumake which in the presence of circularity will print a warning message and disregard one of the dependencies.
Rule R is a parent of rule R if R derives a target that R depends on. Predecessor/ancestor rules are defined accordingly. Predecessor/ancestor commands are defined in terms of the relationship between the rules that define the commands. We write M| T for the set of predecessor rules of the rule R deriving target T (including R); if T is not derived by a rule in M , M| T is the empty set. Definition 1. Let M be a makefile. Then command sequence Cs is a brute-force build with respect to M of the targets Ds if -command C is in Cs if and only if for some rule R deriving a target T ∈ Ds, C is defined by a rule in M| T . -no command in Cs occurs before any of its predecessor commands.
-no command occurs more than once in Cs. Thus a file state is safe if the contents of files will remain the same if a brute-force build is invoked. Such a state is what one wants as the outcome of make-based incremental recompilation. In practice, the set of rules relative to which one is interested in safeness is a subset of a given makefile, e.g., the subset M| T consisting of the rules relevant for building target T .
Satisfiability
Satisfiability of rules is important in the model because a rule fires if and only if it is unsatisfied.
The motivation for using the logical notion of satisfiability is the declarative reading of a makefile as a statement that certain rules must be satisfied. In addition to "rules" and "satisfiability", the informal language commonly used to describe make also contains the notion of "derived" targets. Both notions are used in the model because they may help explain make execution, not because results from logic are used to infer properties about make.
In the literature about make -including [4, 16, 12, 6, 18] -there is no definition of make's operational behavior which covers all the special cases. There may be some doubt as to whether a rule fires if, say, its list of dependency targets is empty and its derived file exists.
In order for the make-model not to be tied to a specific make-variant, the model is parameterized in the satisfiability relation |=.
Definition 3 (Satisfiability).
A satisfiability relation |= is a subset of State × Rule such that for arbitrary states S and S we have:
-If R is the rule (Gs : Ds; C), where Ds = nil, and R is the rule (Gs : Ds ; C ), where Ds ⊆ Ds , then S |= R ⇒ S |= R Satisfiability is lifted to sets of rules:
Thus while real make decides satisfiability by comparing time stamps, the make model relies only on the above abstract notion of satisfiability, which can be summarized as follows:
-Satisfiability of a rule depends only on the rule's targets.
-Adding targets to a non-empty dependency list preserves unsatisfiability.
For example, the definition of soundness of a rule (see Section 8 below) requires that executing the rule's command renders the rule satisfied and its parent rules unsatisfied (rather than explicitly requiring a reset of the derived file's time stamp).
While not used inside the model, the following interpretation of satisfiability is assumed in the informal discussion and all examples given in the remainder of the paper. The definition has been reversely engineered from gnumake.
Definition 4 (Interpretation of satisfiability). A rule is satisfied in a state if
-no dependency file is strictly newer than any derived file, and -all derived files exist, and -all dependency files exist, and -the dependency list is non-empty.
It may be noted that the above interpretation of satisfiability assumes that T ime is linearly ordered (so that time-stamp comparison is well-defined) and that non-existence of files can be expressed. The abstract notion of interpretation is independent of these notions, so we omit their formalization.
Example 2. Assume that codegen.c, definitions, parser.y, and library exist in S, and that none of codegen.o, parser.c, parser.o, and pgm exist in S -in other words, only source files and the library exist. Then none of the rules in Figure 1 are satisfied in S, because their derived files don't exist.
So-called phony targets are targets that never (or practically never) exist as files. The intention is that since the rules that derive them are always unsatisfied, their commands will always be executed. Figure 2 . For all S we have S |= R clean because the rule has no dependencies. If we assume that clobber does not exist in S, then we also have that S |= R clobber . Thus running make with target clobber will always delete all files except the source files and the external library.
Semantics of make
Perform a post order traversal of the nonleaf nodes of the induced make graph, starting with the node containing T . A visit of node Gs entails the following action: if Gs is derived by rule R = (Gs : Ds; C) ∈ M and S |= R holds, then command C is executed.
Visiting targets in post order reflects that make always processes a rule's dependency targets before testing whether the rule is satisfied.
In addition to the above graph-based definition, a denotational-style definition is given below. By Definition 6 below the value of an expression M [[M ]] S T is the list of commands executed when make is invoked with makefile M in the context of state S, and with initial target T . The denotational definition is more explicit than the graph-based, and it brings out the similarity with logic programs, eg. the semantic definition for constraint logic programs given in [8] . It can be seen from Definition 6 that the main mechanism is the reduction of a list of targets, and there are no references to global variables in the makefile.
More specifically, the format of the definition is partly in the style of denotational semantics [15] , including the convention of using [[·] ] to distinguish arguments that are syntactical objects. On the other hand, because of the finite nature of make's graph traversal the full machinery of a fixpoint-based definition is not required.
In the definition of M, a triplet V, Cs, S ∈ Dom represents the list of nodes visited so far (V ), the commands executed (Cs), and the resulting state (S). The function T represents the evaluation of a dependency target; note that a makefile contains at most a single rule deriving a given target, so T is well-defined. The function R represents rule evaluation.
Definition 6. The semantic function M is defined as follows. The first and core property of a rule is completeness wrt. to a given state. The definition says that the effect on the derived files of executing the rule's command remains the same as long as the content of the dependency files remain the same.
complete (Gs : Ds; C) S ⇔ ∀S : S Ds ≡ S Ds ⇒ exec C S Gs ≡ exec C S Gs Example 4. Rule R pgm is complete wrt. any state S, because its command is cc codegen.o parser.o library -o pgm and by the semantics of linking of C object files, definitions of external references are sought only in parser.o or library, which are both listed as dependency targets. In contrast, rule R codegen.o is complete only in certain states, because its command is cc -c codegen.c and by the semantics of compilation of C source files, a preprocessor searches the file codegen.c recursively for include directives. Thus the rule, which lists codegen.c, and definitions as dependencies, is complete only if S is such that no other file than definitions is mentioned in an include directive in codegen.c, and definitions (if it is mentioned) contains no directives to include other files.
Second, fairness of a rule wrt. to a state means that executing the rule's command never changes the content or time stamp of any file other than those derived by the rule: f air (Gs : Ds; C) S ⇔ ∀S : S Ds ≡ S Ds ⇒ exec C S (N ame \ Gs) = S (N ame \ Gs)
Example 5. Rules R pgm , R codegen.o , R parser.o , and R parser.c are fair in any state. Rules R clean and R clobber are designed to remove the targets of other rules, and are unfair in any state. For example, firing R clobber removes pgm, and even if pgm does not exist in the given state S there is a state S satisfying S clean ≡ Sclean in which that file does exist, so that executing rm pgm makes a difference.
Third, soundness of a rule wrt. a state means that executing the rule's command renders the rule satisfiable and any parent rule unsatisfiable: sound (Gs : Ds; C) S ⇔    ∀S : S Ds ≡ S Ds ⇒ exec C S |= (Gs : Ds; C) exec C S |= R if R is a parent of (Gs : Ds; C) Example 6. R codegen.o is sound wrt. S if the state meets the following two requirements: First, the process of compiling R codegen.c must succeed; then the object file R codegen.o is created or updated, having a time stamp showing that it is newer than the dependency targets R codegen.c and R definitions , as well as newer than the target pgm derived by the parent rule R pgm . Second, the file definitions must exist; otherwise R codegen.o is unsatisfied (before and) after executing cc -c codegen.c.
Definition 7 (Build rule).
Rule R = (Gs : Ds; C) in makefile M is a build rule wrt. M and state S, if there is a brute-force build Cs of Ds wrt. M satisfying: -R is complete wrt. exec Cs S -R is fair wrt. exec Cs S -R is sound wrt. exec Cs S Example 7. If S is as required in Examples 4 and 6, then R codegen.o is sound, fair, and complete wrt. S and M . Since none of the rule's dependencies are derived targets, the trivial command nil is a brute-force build of the dependency list, so R codegen.o is a build rule wrt. S and M .
Example 8. To determine whether R pgm is a build rule wrt. S and M it is necessary to examine a state S obtained from S by executing commands for bruteforce building the three dependency targets of R pgm . R pgm is fair and complete wrt. any state (see Examples 4 and 5). Thus R pgm is a build rule wrt. S if it is sound wrt. S . The latter holds if S is such that executing the link command of R pgm does not fail, that is, any external reference of codegen.o must be defined in parser.o or library, with the object files being as created in S .
Derivability ( ) expresses that all the rules in a makefile are build rules:
Definition 8 (Derivability ( )). The targets derived by rules in M are derivable in S, written S M , if M contains only build rules wrt. S and M .
For the build rule concept to be useful in practice, determination of whether a rule is a build rule should be possible by considering only a single brute-force build of the rule's dependencies, and not the numerous permutations that may exist (see Example 1). For this it suffices that permutations of brute-force builds are equivalent in the sense established by the following lemma: Lemma 1. Assume S M and let the permutations Cs and Cs be brute-force builds wrt. M . Then exec Cs S ≡ exec Cs S.
Proof. See Appendix B.
This completes the formal framework. The key symbols are listed in the following table.
Symbol Definition
Gs : Ds; C Rule deriving Gs, depending on Ds, and defining C.
S G The value of file name G in state S. S G ≡ S G The contents of G is the same in S and S . S G = S G The contents and time stamp of G are the same in S and S .
M| 
Safeness
This section contains the main result, Proposition 1 which states sufficient criteria for safeness of make-based incremental recompilation. The criteria include that the state against which make is invoked is partially safe wrt. the given makefile:
Definition 9 (Partial safeness). File state S is partially safe wrt. M if
Clearly, make cannot attain safeness when invoked against an arbitrary state, even if the makefile's rules are build rules. For example, if by a mistake a rule's target is "touched" (cf. the Unix touch command) upon editing of the dependency files, the state would not qualify as partially safe. Indeed, the rule will not fire, and make will not attain safeness. In general, partial safeness shall guarantee that for any derived target G, if the rule deriving G does not fire, the state prior to make execution must be already safe wrt. the portion of the makefile containing the rule and its predecessors. Note also that a state is trivially safe if it is safe or if all rules are unsatisfied.
Example 9. Suppose S saf e |= M where M contains the rules of Figures 1 and 2 as in the previous examples. Now assume parser.y is edited, yielding state S that satisfies all rules in M except for R parser.c . Then S |= M| parser.c , S |= M| parser.o , and S |= M| pgm , while S |= M| codegen.o . Thus for S to be partially safe wrt. M , we require that S is safe wrt. M| codegen.o .
Proposition 1 (Safeness of make-based incremental recompilation). Assume S M and S is partially safe wrt.
Proof. See Appendix C.
The remainder of this section shows how partial safeness can be attained (so that Proposition 1 applies) prior to an initial, brute-force make invocation as well as prior to subsequent incremental make invocations. The difference is only in how partial safeness is attained, while make is invoked the same way in all cases.
The initial brute-force build:
A sufficient criteria for partial safeness is that no derived files exist. Then all rules are unsatisfied, and so by Proposition 1, if the relevant rules are build rules, the ensuing make invocation produces a safe state. To enforce partial safeness prior to an initial brute-force build, makefile rules such as R clobber are sometimes used to delete all derived files.
Additionally, the following lemma shows that the command sequence produced by make is indeed a brute-force build if make is invoked when all rules are unsatisfied: Proof. See Appendix C.
Subsequent incremental builds:
By Proposition 1 the result of the preceding make invocation is a state S saf e which is safe wrt. the corresponding makefile M saf e . Since a safe state is (trivially) partially safe, we essentially need to constrain editing so as to preserve partial safeness.
The following proposition gives a sufficient criteria for the new state to be partially safe S wrt. the new makefile M . (Recall that S R ≡ S saf e R means that the rule's derived and dependency files have the same contents in S and S saf e ):
Proposition 2 (Editing constraints). Assume S saf e is safe wrt. M saf e , S saf e M saf e , and S M . Then S is partially safe wrt. M if Thus partial safeness is preserved when editing of source files and makefile is constrained as summarized in Table 1 . It follows from Proposition 2 that we may safely apply make-based incremental recompilation upon such kind of editing.
For source files, Table 1 simply says that editing of a rule's dependency file is permissible if the rule becomes unsatisfied.
With regard to the more subtle question of editing a makefile rule, the table says that one may change the dependency list of a rule without enforcing unsatisfiability of the rule, if the rule's command is not alterned. This applies to removing redundant elements from the dependency list. In addition, it is permissible to add a new rule if the rule is unsatisfied, and to delete a rule.
Note that any number of modifications to source files and makefile may be combined, as long as each modification is permissible on its own. S |= R R ∈ M saf e (adding or modifying rule R) S R ≡ S saf e R and M saf e contains a rule defining the same command as R Table 1 . A field in the left column indicates a modification which is permissible if the corresponding criterion in the right column is met. Assumptions: R = (T : Ds; C) ∈ M , S saf e is safe wrt. M saf e , S saf e M saf e , and S M .
Example 10. Suppose target pgm has been built, so that the state is safe wrt. M , and that in subsequent editing a portion of file codegen.c is moved to a new file functions.c. Accordingly M is modified by adding the rule R functions.o and changing R pgm to R pgm , yielding M which is equal to M except for the fragments underlined below:
functions
o function.o library -o pgm
Assume also that all rules are build rules (wrt. the respective states). Then by Proposition 2 the new state is partially safe wrt. M , since R codegen.o , R functions.o , and R pgm are unsatisfied upon the editing. It follows from Proposition 1 that invoking make to rebuild pgm incrementally will produce a safe state. This avoids recompilation of two out of five derived files, even though editing has changed or created two source files, and changed or added two makefile rules.
If the criteria for preserving partial safeness are met, Proposition 1 guarantees that the state produced by incremental recompilation state is again safe, and so repeated cycles are feasible of editing + incremental recompilation.
Discussion
One may ask whether Definition 8 of build rules is too narrow. For the safeness result to apply to real make, the notions of completeness, fairness, and soundness should not (for safety) require build rules to fire too often, and so disqualify makefile rules that are appropriate in practice.
The analysis in Examples 4-8 of Stuart Feldman's example makefile provided indication that the definition is appropriate, because the verification that the rules are build rules made only reasonable assumptions about the contents of the relevant files.
Also, an argument for the validity of the build rule definition is the capture of "cascading" of rule firing from an unsatisfied rule to all its ancestors: Lemma 3. Let S M , let T be a derived target in M , and let R = (Gs : Ds; C) ∈ M| T . Then
The above lemma captures "cascading" because S |= M| G holds if and only if S |= R for some predecessor R of R. In particular, the lemma shows that no rules fire except those reached by cascading.
In addition, the following lemma shows that the model captures the fact that make creates a state wherein all rules visited are satisfiable (so that none of them will fire if make is invoked immediately after). 
Conclusion
The main result is Proposition 1 which states sufficient criteria for make-based incremental recompilation to produce a safe state, that is, the same result as a brute-force build. Safeness is shown to hold subject to makefile rules being build rules, and partial safeness of the state against which make is invoked. For the use of make for incremental recompilation, Proposition 2 provides a constraint on the editing of sources and makefiles as performed upon a previous make invocation which ensures that partial safeness, as required by Proposition 1, is attained.
From a practical point of view, the analysis pursued here may be of interest as the basis for guidelines for writing makefiles. The definition of build rules may be translated into rules of thumb for makefile programming, as indicated in Section 8. Examples 4-8 indicate how the definition of build rules can be checked in the case of a makefile for a C program.
Also of practical interest are the editing constraints. The permissible modifications include deletion of rules and, under the stronger assumption that rules are rendered unsatisfiable, further changes to rules such as changing their commands. Any combination of these modifications may be performed, as long as each is permissible on its own.
Verification of makefiles is given a strong basis because of the formal approach.
Verification or construction of makefile rules must additionally use knowledge of the semantics of, for example, the commands for C compilation. As indicated in Example 4, completeness of a C compilation rule cannot be verified simply by checking that all files passed as parameters to the cc command are listed as dependencies. Because of the semantics of the cc command, verification or construction of the dependency list also involves parsing of source files, since include directives may establish dependency upon files not passed as parameters.
The definition of the build rule property in terms of a state attained upon execution of the commands of a given rule's predecessor rules (if any) pinpoints a major reason that automated tools for generation of makefile rules may be indispensable in practice. The reason is that a file which is passed as input to, for example, a cc command may be created by the command of a predecessor rule, and so is not available for inspection to check for include directives prior to make invocation.
The make model may support the verification or construction of such rulegenerating tools, because the properties that makefile rules should comply with are stated generically in the sense of independently of any particular programming language. American Conference on Logic Programming, Austin, 1988, 521-540.
9. P. Miller. Recursive make considered harmful. URL: http://www.pcug.org.au/~millerp/rmch/recu-make-cons-harm.html. 10. The Mozilla build process is described at the URL: http://www.mozilla.org/tinderbox.html in the context of a presentation of the build tool "Tinderbox".
Lemma 7-9 establish a command algebra in the sense of criteria that allow for commuting or duplicating commands that are executed on a state.
Recall that by definition of exec, the value of exec (C 1 ; C 2 ) S is the same as exec C 2 (exec C 1 S). The first form is preferred because it is more intuitive.
First we note that by definition of rule completeness and soundness we have the following two lemmas:
Lemma 5 (Simple criteria for rule completeness, fairness, and soundness). Suppose R = (Gs : Ds; C) is complete, fair, and sound wrt. S, and that S satisfies S Ds = S Ds. Then R is complete, fair, and sound wrt. S .
Lemma 6 (Simple consequence of completeness and fairness). Suppose R = (Gs : Ds; C) is complete and fair wrt. S, and that S ≡ S. Then exec C S ≡ exec C S .
Lemma 7 (Commutativity of unrelated commands). Suppose S M where M contains R = (Gs : Ds; C) and R 1 = (Gs 1 : Ds 1 ; C 1 ), and R is complete, fair, and sound wrt. S, and R is complete, fair and sound wrt. exec C S. Also assume that R 1 is neither predecessor nor ancestor of R. Then (i) R is complete, fair, and sound wrt. exec
Proof. (i) holds by Lemma 5 and fairness of R wrt. S using G ∈ Ds 1 .
To establish (ii) we first note that by the same argument given to establish (i) we have that R 1 is complete, fair, and sound wrt. S. Thus by abuse of notation we say both R and R 1 are simply "complete", "fair", and "sound", since R is complete, fair, and sound wrt. S and exec C 1 S, and, symmetrically, R 1 is wrt. S and exec C S.
By fairness of R and R 1 , to establish (ii) it suffices to establish
To establish the equivalence for G, we first note that by fairness of R 1 we have
By (1) and completeness of R wrt. S we have
Thus by (3) and (2), using transitivity of (≡) we have
The case of G 1 is symmetrical.
The following lemma is a straightforward generalization of Lemma 7 (proof omitted):
Lemma 8 (Generalized commutativity of unrelated commands). Suppose S M and R, R i ∈ M for i = 1, . . . , n, where R = (Gs : Ds; C) and R i = (Gs i : Ds i ; C i ), R is complete, fair, and sound wrt. S, and R i is complete, fair, and sound wrt. exec (C 1 . . . C i−1 ) S. Then:
Lemma 9 (Idempotence). Consider a rule R = (Gs : Ds; C) which is complete and fair wrt. S. Then the equivalence exec (C; C) S ≡ exec C S holds.
Proof. Since M is well-formed, so that G ∈ Ds, we have that the state exec C S satisfies exec C S Ds = S Ds (by fairness of R, using G ∈ Ds)
Hence the state exec (C; C) S satisfies the following:
B Permutations of Commands in Brute-Force Builds
Lemma 1 of Section 8 stated that the execution of brute-force builds which are permutations produce equivalent file states. The lemma is part (ii) of the following lemma:
Lemma 10. Let S M . Let Cs = (C 1 . . . C n ) and Cs be permutations and brute-force builds wrt. M . Then
R i is complete, fair, and sound wrt. exec (C 1 . . . C i−1 ) (ii) exec Cs S ≡ exec Cs S Proof. Let p(n) denote that (i) and (ii) hold if in each of Cs and Cs the number of commands is at most n. We show by induction that p(n) holds for all n. Base case: p(0) Trivial because Cs = Cs = nil. (Note that the empty command sequence is a brute-force build of a target derived by a rule whose dependency targets are not derived by other rules, ie. "source" files). Inductive case: p(n) ⇒ p(n + 1) Assume p(n) and let Cs and Cs be arbitrary brute-force builds wrt. M containing the same n + 1 commands. Suppose C is the last command in Cs and defined by rule R = (G : Ds; C). Thus Cs = Cs ; C, where Cs contains n commands. We have that Cs contains C, and in addition n commands which we enumerate C 1 . . . C n based on the order in which they occur in Cs. Thus, for some i (0 ≤ i ≤ n) we have Cs = Cs i where Cs j is defined by Cs j = C 1 . . . C j ; C; C j+1 . . . C n To establish p(n + 1) it suffices to show (i) R is complete, fair, and sound wrt. exec Cs S (ii) exec Cs i S ≡ exec (Cs ; C) S Let i min be the smallest i for which C 1 . . . C i is a brute-force build wrt. M of Ds. By Definition 7, since R is a build rule, there is a brute-force builds Cs R of Ds which is a permutation of C 1 . . . C imin such that R is complete, fair, and sound wrt. exec Cs R S. Since i min ≤ n, we have by induction hypothesis that exec (C 1 . . . C imin ) S ≡ exec Cs R S and so by Lemma 5 we have R is complete, fair, and sound wrt. exec (C 1 . . . C imin ) S
Writing R j for the rule containing C j , R is a predecessor of no R j where j ≥ i min (since Cs is a brute-force build), and so C 1 . . . C n is a brute-force build wrt. M , which implies that by induction hypothesis we also have ∀j.1 ≤ j ≤ n : R j is complete, fair, and sound wrt. exec (C 1 . . . C j−1 ) S (5)
By (5) and (4) we can apply Lemma 8 (with the "base" state being exec(C 1 . . . C j−1 )S) to infer R is complete, fair, and sound wrt. exec (C 1 . . . C n ) S (6) exec Cs i S ≡ exec (C 1 . . . C n ; C) S
Since by induction hypothesis (p(n) (ii)) we have exec (C 1 . . . C n ) S ≡ exec Cs S
we infer from (6) and Lemma 5 that R is complete, fair, and sound wrt. execCs S as well. This establishes p(n + 1) (i). Finally, to establish p(n + 1) (ii), by (7) it suffices to show exec (C 1 . . . C n ; C) S ≡ exec (Cs ; C) S This follows directly from by (6) and (8) .
Lemma 11 is a consequence of Lemma 10, and implies that if S M and S is safe wrt. M , then all rules in M are complete, fair, and sound wrt. S.
Lemma 11 (Rule completeness + fairness + soundness in safe states). Suppose S M , and consider a rule R where for each R deriving a dependency D of R, S is safe wrt. M| D . Then R is complete, fair, and sound wrt. S.
C Safeness: Proposition 1
Proposition 1 as well as Lemma 2-4 rely on Lemma 12-13.
Recall that safeness was defined in Definition 2 in terms of the execution of full brute-force builds. The proof of Proposition 1 is simplified by the following safeness-criterion which allows for considering only the execution of the individual commands in rules:
Lemma 12 (Safeness criterion). Assume S M . Then S is safe wrt. M if and only if exec C S ≡ S holds for any command C occurring in a rule in M .
Proof.
(i) ⇒ (ii). Consider an arbitrary rule R = (G : Ds; C) in M , and let (Cs; C) be a brute-force build of G. By (i) we have S ≡ exec Cs S (9) S ≡ exec (Cs; C) S
By Lemma 10 we have that R is complete wrt. S, so exec C S ≡ exec (Cs; C) S (by (9) and Lemma 6) ≡ S (by (10)) (ii) ⇒ (i). Assume S M and (ii). Let p(n) denote the proposition that the equivalence exec Cs S ≡ S holds if the number of commands in the brute-force build Cs is at most n. It suffices to show that p(n) holds for all n, which we show by induction over n: Base case: p(0) In this case Cs is the empty command sequence nil, so the equivalence holds trivially. Inductive case: p(n) ⇒ p(n + 1) Consider an arbitrary brute-force build Cs containing n + 1 commands. Let C be the last command in the sequence, so that Cs = (Cs ; C) where Cs contains n commands. Let the rule containing C be R = (G : Ds; C). We must show exec (Cs ; C) S ≡ S
By induction hypothesis we have exec Cs S ≡ S
By Lemma 10 we have that R is complete wrt. exec Cs S, so by (12) and Lemma 6 we have exec (Cs ; C) ≡ exec C S
